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T he prefix homo- means “same,” and the word root                           
-phon- means “sound.” Homophones are pairs or groups                
of words that have the same pronunciation but different 

spellings and meanings. They came into existence by chance—
because in English, the same sound can often be spelled by                 
more than one letter or letter combination.  
To English language learners, homophones cause no end of 
confusion, and even educated native speakers mix them up                      
now and then. They are also the basis of many puns (plays on 
words), jokes, and other language humor. They come up often                  
in everyday speech as well as informal and formal writing.                       
There are probably over 500 pairs or groups of commonly-used 
homophones, so they are worth special attention in language 
teaching and learning.  
This 44-page Using Homophones, Intermediate Instructions 
Book tells how to teach or learn the homophones in ninety word 
pairs that intermediate language-learners are likely to encounter.  
The suggestions can be applied to the five 36-card Homophone-
Pair Packs available with this book or to any materials that you 
create and produce yourself.  Use as many ideas as fit your 
situation, adapting them to your own education styles and goals. 
Add your own creativity. Above all, be effective and efficient—               
and be sure to enjoy your own teaching and learning!  

TO THE PURCHASER OF THESE HOMOPHONE CARD DECKS AND BOOK: 

 Permission is granted to you to reproduce any or all of                    
the pages in this Instruction Book for classroom or other 

educational (non-commercial) use.  
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Why Homophones Exist in English 

IPA 
SYMBOL 
(SOUND) 

LETTERS THAT SPELL         
THIS SOUND 

COMMONUNCOMMON 

EXAMPLES OF HOMOPHONES 
THAT CONTAIN THESE SOUNDS 

WITH DIFFERENT SPELLINGS 
tS ch, tch which, witch  

E e, ea bred, bread; whether, weather 

ey ai, ay, a-e, ei(g)(h), ey  rain, rein, reign; pray, prey 

I i, y Jim, gym; him, hymn 

iy ea, ee, e, ie, ei be, bee; peace, piece 

ay ie, i-e, y(e), igh die. dye; hi, high 

dZ j, g Jim, gym; jeans, genes 

k c, k(e), ck, ch, que cord, chord; click, clique 

ks ks, cks, x tacks, tax; locks, lox 

ow o, o-e, oa, ow, ou, oe road, rode; no, know 

O a, aw, au mall, maul; ball, bawl  

ø,´ u, o, o-e, ou nun, none; won, one 

uW oo, u-e, ew, ui, ue, o(e)  too, to, two; bruise, brews  

aW ou, ow flour, flower  
u $[r] e, ea, i, o, u earn, urn; fir, fur  

s s, sc, c, ce sent, cent, scent 

t t, (e)d past, passed 

S sh, che sheik, chic; cash, cache 
z z(e), s(e) raze, raise; rows, rose 

Sound & Spelling Chart  

H omophones exist because there are several spellings for most 
English sounds. Therefore, two, three, or even four different 

words can have exactly the same pronunciation.  
This Sound & Spelling Chart shows some spelling patterns that 
result in homophones. In the first column is the International 
Phonetic Alphabet symbol for each sound. In the second are  
some of its possible spellings. In the third are word examples.  
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What else is there to know about the spelling of homophones? 

 In a few groups, one word has an apostrophe (‘) and the others 
do not (Examples: I’ll + aisle or isle; we’d + weed). 

 The plurals of some nouns and the third-person singular or past 
tense of some verbs form homophones with other words, such 
as days + daze; sighs + size; ducked + duct; rode + road.  

 Homophones are different from homographs—words spelled 
the same but pronounced differently. For example, does, the 
plural of doe, is a homograph of does, a form of the verb do).  

Here are two more reasons for the large number of homophones in 
the English language: 

 There are many “silent letters”—consonant letters that are 
either part of a vowel sound or that are not pronounced at all.  

 In some words consonant letters are “doubled,” while in their 
homophone matches they are single letters.  

In the following chart are some common silent-letter and doubling 
patterns that appear in homophones:  

IPA 
SYMBOL 
(SOUND) 

LETTERS AND LETTER 
COMBINATIONS—INCLUDING 

SILENT LETTERS 

EXAMPLES OF HOMOPHONES 
WITH THESE LETTERS AND 

LETTER COMBINATIONS  

d d, dd ad, add; medal, meddle 
- h (silent h)  air, heir; our, hour 

l, - l, ll, silent l chili, chilly; role, roll; have, 
halve; yoke, yolk 

m m, mb (silent b),                       
mn (silent n)  

clime, climb; plum, plumb; 
him, hymn 

n, - n, nn, gn (silent g);                     
kn (silent k)  

canon, cannon; in, inn; new, 
gnu, knew; not, knot 

r r, rr, wr (silent w) bury, berry; ring, wring 
s s, ss canvas. canvass 
- sl (silent s)  I’ll, isle, aisle 
t t, tt but, butt 

Homophone Sound & Spelling Chart  
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How to Teach & Learn Homophones 

HOMOPHONE 
(PART OF SPEECH) 

SHORT DEFINITION 
(MEANING) 

EXAMPLE (PHRASE OR SENTENCE 
THAT INCLUDES THE WORD) 

rain (noun) precipitation; moisture that 
comes in drops from the sky 

There is very little rain in a 
desert area.   

rein (noun) a long, narrow band to 
control a horse 

Give free reign to your 
imagination.  

reign (verb) to be the king or queen Who reigned in the 18th 
centuryBritish empire? 

Here are some suggested steps for homophone lessons:  

 Write pairs of groups of homophones on a board or screen.  
(EXAMPLES: rain, rein, and reign). Help or have learners read 
the words aloud. Make clear that the pronunciation of both or 
all of the words should be exactly the same. 

 Tell the meaning of one of the homophones (EXAMPLE: It’s                   
a time that a king or queen rules.) Learners pronounce and                 
tell which word (the first, second, or third) is meant. Tell, or 
have learners tell, the meaning of the other homophone(s). 

 Use one of the homophones in a phrase or sentence 
(EXAMPLE: Do you think it’s going to rain?). Learners tell                   
which homophone is meant. Use, or have learners use,                    
the other homophone(s) in phrases or sentences.  

 Give a “homophone quiz.”  For each relevant homophone                
pair or group, provide a definition of or an example with a 
printed “blank” for one of the words. “Test takers” pronounce  
their answers; then they tell their letters and/or write them 
down. To review, repeat the items; after spelling them aloud, 
learners can define and/or use them in phrases or sentences. 
Later, use the same vocabulary for a second quiz, in which the 
cues elicit a different word from each pair or group.  

 Using the listed homophones, learners can make vocabulary 
charts with these headings. If a word can be more than one 
part of speech, they can choose which one to use. A few 
examples are supplied.  
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The card backs of all five Using Homophones, Intermediate 
Packs are numbered consecutively 1-180: 

CARD DECK 1: 18 Homophone Pairs A-C (Words 1-18, 19-36) 

CARD DECK 2: 18 Homophone Pairs C-H (Words 37-54, 55-72) 

CARD DECK 3: 18 Homophone Pairs H-M (Words 73-90, 91-108) 

CARD DECK 4: 18 Homophone Pairs N-R (Words 109-126, 127-144)  

CARD DECK 5: 18 Homophone Pairs R-W (Words 145-162, 163-180)  

Also available are six Using Homophones, Beginning Packs 
containing 18 matching word pairs each; these items are more 
common in everyday speech than those of higher levels. The four 
Using Homophones, Advanced Packs, which have 108 “higher-
level” homophone pairs (216 words) in them, contains words that 
most educated native speakers are familiar with. An Instructions 
Book accompanies each level of materials.  

What are “Homophone Pair Card Decks?” 
Every Using Homophones, Intermediate Pack 1-5 contains 36 
matching word pairs. Each of the 72 cards (2 x 36 pairs) in each 
pack has a different homophone on it—the first word of each pair  
in white print on a dark background, the second in black on a light 
color. Here are the faces and backs of two pairs of cards (four 
cards) from Pack 1, in which the first cards of all the pairs begin 
with the letters a, b, or c.  

2000 © Authors & Editors 

INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL CARD 
DECK 1: 

 18 HOMOPHONE PAIRS A-C 

air 
 

20 

someone who 
inherits property)    

What’s the Word? 20 

heir 
2000 © Authors & Editors 

INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL CARD  
DECK 1: 

 18 HOMOPHONE PAIRS A-C 

 2 What’s the Word? 2 

what we 
breathe; oxygen 

Homophone 
vocabulary cards  

like these 
motivate and 

engage learners 
as they teach. 

2000 © Authors & Editors 

INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL CARD 
DECK 1: 

 18 HOMOPHONE PAIRS A-
C 

aisle 
 

a passage 
between rows of 

seats 

2 What’s the Word? 2 

isle 
2000 © Authors & Editors 

INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL CARD  
DECK 1: 

 

land surrounded by water (another 
word for island )  

20 What’s the Word? 
20 

The numerous 
possibilities for 

language learning 
through two-sided 

Word + Picture 
Cards are diverse.  
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Before playing competitive games with any or all of the Using 
Homophones, Intermediate Card Packs 1-5, you can use                        
the two-sided word-and-picture cards in cooperative learning 
activities. Here are some suggested steps to follow:   

 Mix up and spread out a set or pack of matching homophone 
cards face up (with the words showing) on a surface.                   
Learners match the words that are pronounced the same.    
They pronounce these pairs of homophones aloud. 

 Looking only at the pictures and word definitions on                              
the backs of 9 to 18 pairs of cards, they try to recall                        
the homophones. (The “answers” are on the other side.)  

 Working together, learners make sentences with their pairs                  
of homophone cards: one student creates (says and writes)                 
a sentence with one homophone, and the other makes a 
sentence with the matching word. When they go through                     
the same set or pack of cards again, they try to recall the 
sentences that their partners made. 

 Again using sets or decks of 9  to 18 homophone pairs each, 
learners in pairs or groups say the words and tell what they 
mean. (There are simple definitions and pictures on the                    
backs,  but students may want to look up the words online                   
to learn their other meanings and to see more examples.)  

 With the words in their packs, students can make homophone 
charts like the example on page 6 of this Book. They list the 
homophones in the first column, choose definitions for the 
second, and write corresponding examples in the third. 

 Students make up their own “homophone quizzes” for one 
another. They list sentences that make use of listed words, 
substituting a blank for each homophone. Then they trade 
papers and try to fill in the blanks appropriately.   

 Groups can repeat any of these steps with a set of different 
homophone pairs—up to 27 at a time for advanced students. 

Using the Homophone Decks in 
Cooperative Learning Activities 
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Homophone Card Games and Activities 
Before playing homophone card games, adjust the size of each 
card set to the size of each group, participants’ level of language 
proficiency, and the time available. Decks of 36 cards (18 pairs) 
can be divided into smaller sets.  And even though they have 
different backgrounds, the cards of separate decks may be 
combined to create larger sets for more challenging games.   
Of course, the “difficulty” of a set of materials depends on the 
vocabulary itself as well as the size of the pack. If you “tailor 
include” items for certain learners, they may find it easier or more 
challenging to work with and learn from them.  
Here are some specific ideas for homophone vocabulary games:   

T 
HE GAME OF CONCENTRATION 
Each pair or group of players spreads out a different 
set or pack of homophone cards, face down.  Using                      
the pictures and definitions on the back as “clues,”                   

the first player turns two of the cards face up. He or she says                         
the two words aloud.  If they are a “match” (homophones of each 
other), that same player keeps the cards and gets another turn.                       
If they do not “match” (if they are pronounced differently), he/she  
turns them face down again.  Play passes to the next person.  

The game ends when all of the homophone card pairs have been 
collected from the desk or table. The player with the largest number 
of card pairs is the winner.   

Before playing the Game of Concentration  with different homophone 
materials, players can review the vocabulary in their present pack. 
(See the suggestions on the previous page.)  

2000 © Authors & Editors 

 2 What’s the Word? 2 

what we 
breathe 

 
2 

What’s the Word? 
2 

had a meal; 
consumed food 

 
20 

someone who 
inherits property    

What’s the Word? 20 

2000 © Authors & Editors 

INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL CARD 
DECK 1: 

 18 HOMOPHONE PAIRS A-C 

be 

 20 

uncovered; 
exposed    

What’s the Word? 20  

bee 
INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL CARD  

DECK 1: 
 18 HOMOPHONE PAIRS A-C 

The two turned-up cards in this game of Homophone Concentration are a match! 


